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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This section provides an overview of this research, which aims to 

determine English Education Department Muria Kudus University students’ 

perception of English pop songs toward their English pronunciation skill. 

Contents include background of the research, statements of the problem, 

objectives of the research, significance of the research, limitation of the research, 

and operational definition. 

 

1.1 Background of the Research 

In this era, English is an international language, so every country must 

learn it. In learning English, there is something that needs to be considered. That 

is pronunciation, because in English the pronunciation with what is written is 

different. If we say a word or sentence wrong, it will have a different meaning. 

Riswanto and Haryanto (2012:82) state that when people communicate with other, 

they made a mistake in pronouncing the word, sometimes language learners 

pronounce differently from the writing and their speech will not be understandable 

to the listeners. 

This time, English Education Department students’ of Muria Kudus 

University are not so focus on pronunciation. When learning in class or presenting 

in class sometimes students are wrong in saying an English word or sometimes 

they have difficulty in pronunciation. Because according to them, pronunciation is 

complicated to learn, pronunciation is difficult to follow. They think that as long 

as they can speak or communicate in English that is enough for them, regardless 

of pronunciation. As English Education Department students, they should also 

understand pronunciation. Because the quality of someone in saying English is 

seen from how he said a word or sentence in English properly and correctly. To 

learn pronunciation can be done in various ways, one of which is by song. Such as 

research conducted by NurulFitri 2015/2016 with entitled “Improving Students’ 
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pronunciation by using English songs for fourth semester Students of English 

Education program Batanghari University Academic Year 2015/2016. The result 

of the research shows that English songs technique can improve students’ 

pronunciation. 

“Songs are authentic materials that can motivate students to learn English. 

Songs can inspire great motivation during a lesson because songs stimulate 

positive emotional attitude towards language learning” (Pimwan, 2012:05). Many 

genres of songs, there are classical, pop, rock, metal, country, hip-hop, ballads, 

dance, and love songs.  

The impact of song is that it can relax, because listening to a song can 

relax the brain so that the feeling becomes happy. If feeling happy then it will be 

easy to receive lessons. Can listen to the words directly, because by listened to 

song, learners can listen directly to how to say words in English. This is certainly 

different from just looking in the dictionary. Songs can also help us to improve 

pronunciation. Can make active, the purpose of being active here is that when a 

learners listened to song when they start to enjoy it, they will also singing it. 

Boredom arises from unpleasant learning. Listening to good songs is a fun 

activity. Of course you can get rid of boredom. Besides songs, songs can also 

have a positive impact on pronunciation, because songs can motivate students to 

learn English, including pronunciation. Using songs in language classroom is 

highly motivational and effective device in learning a foreign language (Lenka, 

2011:21). From Engh (2013:119) states the support of songs “there is probably 

not a better nor quicker way to teach phonetics than with songs.” that means, there 

is no better way than a song to learn pronunciation. Because song can help 

students to learn pronunciation easily, by following in singing the song, so 

students can understand the contents of the song, or can follow the words of the 

song. Because in song there are the same words and are repeated, making it easier 

for students to remember or to following the word of song. “Song has a natural 

rhythm with a recurring beat that similar to the stress patterns of spoken English” 

(Millington, 2011:135).  
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Pop songs is the commercial  record music which is often oriented  

towards  young  people  and  usually  consists  of  relatively  short  and simple 

love songs. The  popularity  of  pop  songs  ensures that  they  are  very  potential  

to  motivate  students  to  learn  language, especially pronunciation. Domoney and 

Harris (1993:235) argued that the involvement of more time and more attention in 

the English  classroom  pop  song  activity  can  motivate  students  since  the  

activity uses  their  knowledge,  their  music,  and  their  language.  

Because this method is relative, it includes the perception impact of many 

people. To know if it were an effective and an efficient method or not in learning 

English pronunciation, the researcher did a research to find out the English 

Education Department, Muria Kudus University of English pop song toward their 

English pronunciation skill. 

 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

 In this study the statement of the problem is stated as follow “What is English 

Education Department, Muria Kudus University students’ perception on the use 

English pop songs toward their English pronunciation skill?” 

 

1.3 Objective of the Research 

 To find out English Education Department, Muria Kudus University students’ 

perception on English pop songs towards their English pronunciation skill. 

 

1.4 Significance of the Research 

The researcher expects the research will be useful for the people as follow: 

1. Theoretically: This research can be useful for future researcher and hopes can     

be used as a reference. 

2. Practically: Researcher hopes that this research can be useful for students who 

want to do similar research and can give motivation for the students who want 

to learn pronunciation by using song.   
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1.5 Limitation of the Research 

 The researcher focuses on English Education Department Muria Kudus 

University students' perception of English pop songs on their English 

pronunciation skill. The students’ is eight semester students. To the limit, 

researcher limited the influence of English song to their pronunciation. In this 

research, researcher use English song type pop by Ed Sheeran “perfect”.   

1.6 Operational Definition 

The operational definitions of the terms are as follows: 

1. Perception is students’ perception about English pop songs toward their English 

pronunciation skill. 

2. English pronunciation skill is pronouncing an English words or sentences 

correctly. 

3. English pop songs is the commercial record music which is often oriented 

towards young people and usually consists of relatively short and simple love 

songs. 

4. Students’ of English Education Department Muria Kudus University is 

students’ who study English majoring with the aim of want to learn English or 

increase their knowledge and abilities about English, one of which is also learn 

about pronunciation. 

 

 

 


